FRAUSCHER à Saint-Tropez

Saint Tropez is encouraging the use of non-pulluting vehicles and last winter saw the inauguration
of the first recharging network for electric vehicles. Romain Vincent’s company PLUS DE BORNES
was responsable for setting up, installing and running 3 charging points in the town centre.
The first is situated Place du XVème corps, the two others are located at the Port car park.
Each charging point is equipped with two sockets to enable you, for example, to recharge your
Renault Zoë in two hours using your user card. To receive your badge simply connect to
www.plusdebornes.net/indexen.htm . The website gives access to the whole network of charging
stations in the region. Let’s green-up the town!

Lors de la vente ou de l’achat d’un avion, vous avez besoin d’un partenaire. Quelqu’un de
confiance, capable de vous conseiller et de vous épauler tout au long du processus. Basé à Genève, Global Jet est ce partenaire. Son avantage: une connaissance accrue du marché de l’aviation
d’affaires. En charge de contrats exclusifs, Global Jet travaille sur des projets liés à des jets neufs et
d’occasion. Grâce à son expérience, ses relations avec les constructeurs, ses réseaux et son expertise, Global Jet assiste ses clients à chaque étape, tout en optimisant leurs ressources.
Whether it’s for the sale or the purchase of an
aircraft, the right partner is essential. Someone
you can trust, someone who can advise and assist
you throughout the process. Based in Geneva,
with an in-depth knowledge of the business
aircraft market Global Jet is your ideal partner.
Responsable for exclusive contracts, Global Jet
works on projects involving both new and
pre-owned jets. With their experience,
their relationship with the manufacturers,
their network of contacts and above all their
expertise, Global Jet are able to assist their
clients at every step and ensure they obtain
the very best value for money.

“The Frauscher luxury motor yachts are finally available in the bay of Saint Tropez!
Frauscher France is the exclusive distributor for this prestigious brand founded in
1927 by the Austrian boat-builder Frauscher. Specialising in the building of top
class motor boats, Frauscher offers a range from 6 to 12 metres which beautifully
blend tradition with modernity. Come and discover the latest arrival, the Fantom 858,
the little brother of the Frauscher 1017. Rightly described as gentlemen’s racers
their exceptional design and outstanding quality has already been applauded by
the experts. Available for a test drive from the Frauscher marina located in the
unique, unspoilt Canoubiers bay (tél. 06 82 46 43 62 web site
frauscherboats-france.com/en/index.php )”
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